Alvar-LITE

Alvar-LITE

A height adjustable range
of desking that gives you
the FREEdom to work at
your best.
Flexible -

Variation of mechanisms,
leg styles and shapes.
Radical The user has the
control.
Ergonomic - A new healthier approach
to
the way we work.
Easy Easy to use
Simple to order,
install and understand.

Flexible
Alvar-LITE’s range of adjustable desks offers various mechanisms such as: fixed,
incremental pin, two ranges of crank and
two ranges of electric. It also includes five
styles: rectangular, single wave, double
wave, 90° corners and 120° corners.
Designed to give a clean aesthetic and
offered in an array of finishes. Two leg
styles - round and square. Tops come
with two scallops and a 15mm flashgap
between scallops to allow for wire
management access to the desk top as
standard.

Desks are independent, but designed to
blend well with Herman Miller’s existing
product ranges and have the capacity of
integrating with Abak Environments our
largest selling furniture range.

Radical The office is changing to meet the needs
of 21st century work. Throughout this
evolution of our offices, constants remain.
Alvar-LITE gives organisations and the
user, the ability to embrace technology to
optimize the opportunity for a healthier
interactive approach to work.

Ergonomic -

Easy -

User adjust
Alvar-LITE’s technically advanced crank
mechanism allows the user or facilities
manager to adjust the workstation
positions quickly and efficiently with
minimum effort so that a desk can be
shared between two users no matter if
they are 6ft or 4ft tall.

• Easy to use
• Easy to order – Super product
• Easy to install
• Certifications:
		 Stability: meets DIN/BS standards,
		 including minimum knee space
		 Certified to: BS EN 527 standard
• 20-day lead-time

Alvar-LITE

For more information about our products and
services or to see a list of dealers, please visit us at
hermanmiller.com/worldwide or call +44 845 2267201
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